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Location - Nettleden
Pre-Investigation - Objection from local resident to LPS investigation
Prior to our investigation at Nettleden. LPS was contacted a number of times by a local resident who
informed us that our planned investigation at the bridge at Nettleden would cause problems for local
residents by attracting unsavoury characters from the local public house and youths who congregated
under the bridge at night. As a precaution to prevent disruption to the local resident who was opposed
to LPS investigating an area where incidentally there is public access and in order to minimise any
impact on the local community from our investigation. LPS chose to change the date of the
investigation in case of any disruption that could have been caused to our planned investigation on the
original planned date by said local resident and any local youths.
The result was a trouble free investigation and we never saw anyone from the local community both
under the bridge or further up the lane. At no time did LPS members investigate the top area of the
bridge as permission to do this had been denied by said local resident. While LPS was not obliged to
contact this resident, upon receiving emails that were, to say the least nimby in nature. We did
complete our investigation without any disruption to this resident and maintained communication with
them prior to the investigation. At this time LPS has not received any further communication from this
resident and has chosen not to place their emails on our website to keep the identity of this resident safe
from the public domain.

General
Weather,
Clear skies, cold.
Ambient sounds
Lambs nearby in the field.

Equipment List
Andy

Digital Camera: Panasonic Lumix DMC-FS15
Digital Camcorder: Sony DCR-DVD306E
Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus VN-480PC
EMF meter: K-II
Digital Infrared Thermometer: IR-102
Notepad & pen, torch and watch
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Experiment.
Members of the team were each asked to walk down the lane to the bridge and then back up the lane on
their own to see if they experienced anything. When Andy walked down the lane he sensed nothing
until he got to the bridge where Andy had a sensation of feeling uneasy under the bridge. This soon
passed as Andy left the area
Pre-Vigil
Andy is located away from the bridge itself and is filming the team under bridge.

Vigil 1: 22.00-22.30 – Nettleden Bridge
22.01: Andy hears a dog barking
22.02: Andy hears a whistle that is coming from further up the embankment behind him
22.10: Andy takes an EMF Reading but there is no activity.
22.26: Andy can hear someone speaking from under the bridge and presumes this is one of the team.

Pre-Vigil
Andy and Elian are sat in a location next to some metal gates in the lane.

Vigil: 22.50 – 23.30
22.55: Andy hears a sigh near him
23.06: Andy hears someone whistling.

Post-Investigation - Andy
EVP
Andy does not have any EVP on his sound recordings.
Film
Andy has recorded audio on his film footage of a loud thump being heard coming from behind the
team. There is also footage of a strange light on the ground in front of the team. However Bills
torchlight is observed shortly afterwards beaming down on this location and therefore it must be
assumed that Bill was taking a temperature reading and this would also account for two lights seen in
the bushes down the lane shortly afterwards that may also have been Bills light. The camcorder has
also picked up the sound of some one whistling in the lane nearby, which is strange given that the
sound recorder did not pick this up.
Photographs
Andy did not pick up any paranormal activity on his camera apart from an orb in motion near the
Bridge.
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